I CAN'T DANCE
As recorded by Genesis
(From the 1999 Album TURN IT ON AGAIN - THE HITS)

Words and Music by Tony Banks, Phil Collins
and Mike Rutherford

Transcribed by Andrew G
[Chorus]

E Chorus

```
Ab   G#  Ab   G#  Ab   G#  F#  G#
```

---

[Bridge 1]

```
F#  Fm  D#
```

---

[Verse 3]

```
Ab   G#  Ab   G#  Ab   G#  F#  G#
```
[I] Chorus

A#  \ G# A#  \ G#  A#  \ G#  F#  G#

Bridge 2

Chorus
I CAN'T DANCE - Genesis

J Chorus

A# G# A# G# A# G# F# G#

K Coda

A# G# A# C# A# G# F# C#